Executive Board

President (Rob):

- Budget programming: MC might have surplus funds that could be used for new activities based on past events. Rodrigo presented a budget plan that predicts no extra funds and another that allows funds to be freed up for new unscheduled events. In order to prioritize which old events to keep Carla suggested that we contact GFH to get accurate attendance data from their systems.

- African Graduate Student Organization movie partnership: We discussed the option of including a movie screening with partnership with AGS. The movie they suggest is tailored to a mature audience, but we can compensate by screening other child-oriented movies. The occurrence of this partnership was voted and passed.

- Thomas conveyed topics he wanted to be discussed:
  - Laundry room issues: sign and posters will be put in laundry rooms in order to orient residents to submit iServices (printing stations can be used for that).
  - Working with IT to make iService website simpler and more user-friendly.
  - Sweet Dreams finally contacted Thomas to submit invoice.
  - Elections: Announcement will be sent by email and in resident meetings and elections should be conducted in November.

Advisor (Nikki): Elections will take place Tuesday and Wednesday from 8:30am to 8:30pm in various locations across campus.

Mayors

Maguire (Shabnam):

- Drying lines: some drying lines in the village are broken and residents would like to have more available.

- Lighting: North entrance lights do not work and and pose a security hazard. iService was submitted but nothing happened yet.

- Coin machine: Norb was not convinced about the need to move change machines into laundry rooms, since residents could still use debit and credit cards. iService requests
• Painting workshop: payment finalized. Instructor’s certification needs to be assessed in order to confirm it will be accepted by SG.

Corry (Carla):

• Corry village’s events might not require much funding this semester. One resident proposed to organize a GPS treasure run and another one a nature instructional walk in Paynes Prairie.